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Internet or Web consists of a massive amount of information, handling which is a tedious task. 
Summarization plays a crucial role in extracting or abstracting key content from multiple sources 
with its meaning contained, thereby reducing the complexity in handling the information. Multi-
document summarization gives the gist of the content collected from multiple documents. 
Temporal summarization concentrates on temporally related events. This paper proposes a Multi-
Document Temporal Summarization (MDTS) technique that generates the summary based on 
temporally related events extracted from multiple documents. This technique extracts the events 
with the time stamp. TIMEML standards tags are used in extracting events and times. These event-
times are stored in a structured database form for easier operations. Sentence ranking methods are 
build based on the frequency of events occurrences in the sentence. Sentence similarity measures 
are computed to eliminate the redundant sentences in an extracted summary. Depending on the 
required summary length, top-ranked sentences are selected to form the summary. Experiments 
are conducted on DUC 2006 and DUC 2007 data set that was released for multi-document 
summarization task. The extracted summaries are evaluated using ROUGE to determine precision, 
recall and F measure of generated summaries. The performance of the proposed method is 
compared with particle swarm optimization-based algorithm (PSOS), Cat swarm optimization-
based summarization (CSOS), Cuckoo Search based multi-document summarization (MDSCSA). 
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The information is overloaded with redundancy, and enormous types of content spread unevenly over the documents. 
So, for a user, difficulties arise in finding appropriate content from such large amounts of data. The user satisfaction 
level is low due to the lack of efficient search engines. Summarization is the process in which the data is presented in a 
brief and precise way. 
Summarization is abstracting or extracting key content from one or more information sources. This process generally 
identifies the vital information in a document or set of related documents and presents in condensed form. Different 
users may have different backgrounds and preferences in writing their summaries. So, the meaning of vital information 
and redundancy differs from user to user [2]. Temporal summarization includes efficient monitoring and handling of 
information associated with an event over time. For example, in online news articles, the same topic is published with 
different views. Summarizing the information from these multiple sources may contain the redundant data into summary. 
The happenings in the news are associated with time information. So, the need raises to build a Multi-Document 
Temporal Summarization (MDTS) which generates the summary with vital and non-redundant information.  
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Events are things that happen or occur in the world (like weddings, birthdays, and parties…) at a certain time or over 
a given time and in a given place. They are typically dynamic occurrences with causes and effects, a clear beginning and 
end, and bring about some perceptible change in the world [1]. 
A Temporal Expression can be defined as any element in language that lexicalizes the concept of time in terms of 
recognized and generally quantifiable temporal units. Temporal expressions are classified into four categories according 
to the types of instants or intervals they describe: dates, times, durations, and sets [3, 10, 17]. The events and times which 
are temporal entities are the basis of any MDTS. The text is annotated by the identification and classification of different 
events and times from the documents provided [5]. TIMEML [6, 7] is an annotation tool in which event and time tags 
are presented. This tags syntax is used to extract and represent the events and times from the documents. 
This paper presents a novel framework for temporal summarization on multiple documents. Event based 
summarization method is developed in the proposed framework. Sentence scoring and sentence selection mechanisms 
are introduced to generate the efficient summaries. Sentence scoring measures are developed based on the presence of 
events and time in the text. Similarity Score measure is used to eliminate the redundant sentences from that of extracted. 
Then top-ranked N number of sentences are selected as a summary based on the required summary length. The section 
2 of the paper explains the related work in text summarization area.  The framework of MDTS is explained in section 3. 
Experimentation, and the evaluation results are detailed in section 4. And lastly, the conclusion and future scope is 
discussed in section 5.  
2- Literature Review 
Depending on the input documents the summarization methods are classified into single or multi-document 
summarization. If a single document is given as input for summary extracted, such a method is referred to as single 
document text summarization [2, 15].  If more than one document is given as input to generate the summary, such a 
method is referred to as multi-document summarization [13, 18, 20-22]. Temporal summarization generates the 
summary depending on the temporal events extracted from the text [1]. The scope of research in Temporal Information 
Processing is broadened, ranging from classical linguistic theories of tense and aspect to current computational 
approaches for extraction of Temporal Information [11]. 
James Allen [8] developed a theory, named “Allen‟s Interval. “Algebra” provides a conceptual model of time that 
captures the different ways in which eventualities may be related to each other. Allen considers that every temporal 
expression or event can be presented as a temporal interval having a start point and an endpoint on a timeline. In this 
concern, Allen defines a set of thirteen fundamental (binary) interval relations, where six are inverses of the other six, 
excluding equality. Filatova and Hovy [3] also proposed a model for temporal relations representation known as the 
“Time Stamping of Events.” This model serves to arrange the contents of news stories into a timeline. This procedure 
consists of assigning a calendar time point or interval to all events in a text. However, this model does not capture 
information in many cases and sometimes loses information or misinterpret the information. 
The state-of-art of Temporal Reasoning proposes several constraint-based models [16, 17]. The events in the text 
forms the nodes of the network and the links forms the temporal relations in which the order of these events occur. Thus, 
formed network is viewed as temporal constraint satisfaction problem (TCSP).  Reasoning is applied for TCSP to derive 
of unknown temporal relations among the events. This connections of events with time gives better readability for the 
generated summary. Temporal modelling [4, 9] for COVID-19 data set is performed using the concepts or word2vec 
and word embeddings for each occurrence of event in a time span. It measures the semantic changes of event over a 
time. Temporal Information Processing includes two major tasks: one is to automatically recognize and extract temporal 
entities in the narrative (namely temporal expressions and events), and the other is to discover temporal relations between 
these entities and inferring the type of each recognized one. 
Handling temporal annotation requires the development of annotations schemes and the construction of annotated 
corpora. In this concern, a lot of ongoing research focuses on developing annotation schemes to extract, model, and 
interpret temporal information in natural language texts. TimeML [14, 5] (Time Markup Language) is the latest 
annotation scheme. TimeML has been standardized to an ISO international standard for temporal information markup, 
ISO-TimeML (ISO-2007) [6]. XML-based annotation format are used to define <Event>,<TIMEX> and <TLINK> tags. 
<Event> tag annotate the events, <TIMEX3> annotate the time expressions, and <TLINK> tag identifies the temporal 
link among the tagged events. 
3- A Framework for Multi Document Temporal Summarization (MDTS) 
A framework for multi-document temporal summarization (MDTS) is shown in Figure 1.  The work is divided into 
three tasks 1) Temporal information processing in which the events, times, and temporal expressions are extracted from 
the corpus. 2) The corpus along with extracted data are stored in a database format. 3) Sentence scoring and selections 
are performed to generate the summaries. 
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The input to the system is a set of text files. The files may be involving News Reports, Medical Data, Financial sets. 
The files must contain timed text data i.e. the data which involves time expressions or time values along with the events. 
TREC has released the datasets for temporal summarization in the tracks organized during 2013, 2014 and 2015. 
The pre-processing step involves the elimination of stop words from the text. Then the remaining text is tagged with 
parts of speech tagger.  Event recognition involves the identification of some attributes related to each event like tense, 
aspect, modality, polarity, and class. <EVENT> tag is used for events extraction and <MAKEISNTANCE> tag for event 
instances with attributes. <TIMEX3> tags different time expressions such as times, dates, durations. <TLINK> tags are 
used to establish the event-event and event-time relations among the events and times obtained [19].  
All the input files are processed into TimeML format and are set in a corpus. In this step, the corpus is imported to a 
database. The corpus is initially processed by an XML, which retrieves document level data as well as all temporally 
annotated information, and places it into a SQLite database. Each and every TimeML tag is made into a table and its 
attributes as columns. A total of 10 tables are created initially. The tables, namely, documents, sentences, events, timex3, 
instances, signals, tlinks, alinks, slinks, info, etc. 
 
Figure 1. A Framework for Multi-Document Temporal Summarization. 
Sentence Scoring is the process where scores are allotted to every sentence of each document. The scores were 
calculated on different aspects of sentences covering the events and times data available in the documents. Based on 
these scores, the sentences are ranked. Scoring activities include two types scoring parameters Events based sentence 
ranking and Time-based sentence ranking. 
The event-based ranking of a sentence is termed TSR1, in which the score of a sentence depends on the number of 
events present in the sentence shown in Equation 1. The greater number of events in a sentence constitutes the 
importance of that sentence to be present in the final summary. TSR1 is normalized based on corpus mode. 






                                                                                                                                        (1)
           
Where; ‘𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡(𝑠𝑖)’ denotes the number of events contained in the sentence ‘𝑖’, In Normal Mode, ‘𝑛’ denotes the 
total number of sentences present in all the documents. In Doc-specific Mode, ‘𝑛’ is the number of sentences present in 
single document.  
The temporal-based ranking of a sentence is termed TSR2, in which the score of a sentence depends on the number 
of time expressions present in the sentence shown in Equation 2. The more the number of such time expressions indicates 
that the sentence is valuable than others. TSR2 is then normalized based on the mode of the corpus. 
The TSR2 score of a Sentence ‘𝑖’ is defined as follows: 
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Where; ‘𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑥𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡(𝑠𝑖)’ denotes the number of time expressions associated with the sentence ‘𝑖’, In Normal Mode, ‘𝑛’ 
denotes the total number of sentences present in all the documents. 
In Doc-specific Mode, ‘𝑛’ is the number of sentences present in single document.  
Sentence scoring concentrates on the similarity checking among the sentences extracted. Topic Relevance Score 
(TRS) of a sentence is defined as the score generated by the comparison of similarity or intersection of that one sentence 
to other sentences in the extracted text shown in equation 3. The less similarity score indicates the importance of that 
sentence. 







                       (3) 
Where; 𝑆𝑖𝑚(𝑠𝑖 , 𝑠𝑜)  denotes the similarity measure of sentence 𝑠𝑖  with sentence, 𝑠𝑜; l𝑒𝑛[ ] denotes the length as the 
number of words, In Normal Mode, ‘𝑛’ denotes the total number of sentences present in all the documents. In Doc-
specific Mode, ‘𝑛’ is the number of sentences present in single document.  
The summary generation process is mainly based on Sentence Selection by using extraction methods. Each sentence 
has assigned a score, and ranking is done based on the sentence scores computed in the previous step. Depending on the 
length of the summary required appropriate number of sentences are extracted. The top n sentences are selected to form 
the summary. The summaries are stored into text files, which makes it easy for the summary evaluation process. 
3- Results and Discussion 
Experiments are conducted on the Document Conference Understanding (DUC) DUC 2006 and DUC 2007 dataset. 
The data set contain nearly 2400 English articles released for the experimentation in the track [11]. The average number 
of sentences per document range from 30 to 37, summaries generated are evaluated in for a length of 250 words 
summaries. Recall-Oriented Understudy Gisting Evaluation (ROUGE) is a standard tool used to evaluate the generated 
summaries.  ROUGE is used to evaluate a summarization system. It requires two types of summaries they are system 
generated summaries referred to as 'peer summaries' and reference summaries or gold standard summaries known as 
'model summaries.'  ROUGE can handle any number of peer summaries (if generated by multiple systems) and any 
number of model summaries. ROUGE N Scores are used to measure the performance of generated summaries. ROUGE 
1 and ROUGE 2 scores are used  
All the metrics calculate three scores, namely, Recall, Precision, and F-Score. All of the scores are a measure of 
relevance of sentences extracted in the generated summary compared with that of human summaries. System generated 
summaries are compared against some reference or model summaries. The most commonly used metrics are ROUGE-
N, ROUGE-1, ROUGE-2, all the metrics calculate three scores, namely, Recall, Precision, and F-Score. These scores 
are calculated for generated summaries and are compared with the existing methods namely PSOS, CSOS, MDSCSA. 
These scores are calculated for DUC 2006 and DUC 2007 [12] dataset and tabulated in Table 1.  





DUC 2006 DUC 2007 
ROUGE 1 ROUGE 2 ROUGE 1 ROUGE 2 
MDTS 
Recall 0.509 0.171 0.542 0.178 
Precision 0.522 0.184 0.566 0.189 
F-Score 0.516 0.177 0.558 0.181 
PSOS 
Recall 0.384 0.074 0.378 0.070 
Precision 0.441 0.082 0.446 0.084 
F-Score 0.411 0.078 0.409 0.076 
CSOS 
Recall 0.415 0.082 0.386 0.085 
Precision 0.431 0.099 0.461 0.092 
F-Score 0.423 0.090 0.420 0.089 
CSMDS 
Recall 0.425 0.161 0.395 0.098 
Precision 0.436 0.123 0.458 0.109 
F-Score 0.431 0.139 0.424 0.103 
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Figure 2. Comparison of Recall measure of MDTS with PSOS, CSOS and MDSCSA for DUC 2006, DUC 2007 dataset. 
ROUGE 1 and ROUGE 2 scores are calculated for DUC 2006 and DUC 2007 data set and recall comparison is 
shown in Figure 2. The recall of the proposed method MDTS is found to be better when compared with other method. 
The Recall value of MDTS is 0.509 for DUC 2006 dataset and 0.542 for DUC 2007 dataset. Similarly, the ROUGE 1 
precision score of MDTS is found to be 0.522 for DUC 2006 and 0.566 for DUC 2007 dataset. The precision of the 
proposed method is compared with other methods and is shown in Figure 3. ROUGE 1, F- score of MDTS is 0.516 for 
DUC 2006 and 0.558 for DUC 2007 dataset. The comparison of MDTS F-score with other methods is shown in Figure 
4. It is observed that high precision and F score of the resulted for MDTS when compared with PSOS, CSOS and 
MDSCSA. The ROUGE N scores tells how much the system generated summaries are relevant to human generated 
systems. 
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Precision measure comparison of MDTS with PSOS, CSOS and MDSCSA 
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Figure 4. Comparison of F Score measure of MDTS with PSOS, CSOS and MDSCSA for DUC 2006, DUC 2007 dataset. 
4- Conclusion 
A novel framework for multi-document summarization is presented in this paper. The given documents are pre-
processed for annotation. The event, times, and event-time relations are extracted and stored in a database. Depending 
on the number of events and times present in the sentences. Sentences scores are ranked based on their scores. Redundant 
sentences are eliminated, and top ranked sentences are selected based to generate summary. DUC 2006 and DUC 2007 
datasets are used for experimentation. The generated summaries of various modes are evaluated using the ROUGE tool, 
in which the recall and precision scores are observed and tabulated. The results of the proposed model have resulted 
high recall, precision and F score when compared with the existing methods like PSOS, CSOS, MDSCSA methods. The 
proposed method has retrieved relevant and non-redundant sentences into the summaries which resulted in the highest 
scores when compared with the existing methods. This framework can be applied to legal documents and medical 
domain data in future. 
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